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ABSTRACT The drastic increase in real-time vehicle generated data of various types has imparted a great

concept of data trading in vehicular networks. Whereas immense usage of Electric Vehicles (EVs) as mobile

energy carriers have supported distributed energy trading due to their bidirectional charging and discharging

capabilities. The trustless environment of Internet of Electric Vehicles (IoEV), including fuel vehicles and

EVs, encounters trading disputes and conflicting interests among trading parties. To address these challenges,

we exploit consortium blockchain to maintain transparency and trust in trading activities. Smart contracts

are used to tackle trading disputes and illegal actions. Data duplication problem occurs when a dishonest

user sell previously traded data multiple times for financial gain. Therefore, data duplication validation is

done through previously stored hash-list at roadside units (RSUs) employed with bloom filters for efficient

data lookup. Removing data duplication at an earlier stage reduces storage cost. Moreover, an elliptic curve

bilinear pairing based digital signature scheme is used to ensure the reliability and integrity of traded data.

To ensure persistent availability of traded data, InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is used, which provides

fault-tolerant and a reliable data storage without any single point of failure. On the other hand, the energy

trading transactions among EVs face some security and privacy protection challenges. An adversary can infer

the energy trading records of EVs, and launch the data linkage attacks. To address this issue, an account

generation technique is used that hides the energy trading trends. The new account generation for an

EV depends upon its traded volume of energy. The experimental results verify the efficiency of the proposed

data and energy trading scheme in IoEV with the reliable and secure data storage.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain technology, smart contract, Internet of Electric Vehicles, data storage, data

trading, IPFS, energy trading, privacy, data linkage attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth in vehicular telematics and their advanced

technological aspects has enabled vehicles to generate var-

ious types of data. Modern vehicles are retrofitted with the

capabilities of communication and exchange of data with the

surrounding environment. As a result of data sharing and

communication among vehicles, Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is

developing gradually, which supports an efficient and intelli-

gent transportation system. However, the addition of Electric

Vehicles (EVs) in IoV has given birth to the Internet of

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Alessandro Pozzebon.

Electric Vehicles (IoEV). An On-Board Unit (OBU) is inte-

grated in vehicles that allows Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)

and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication. For

V2I communication, a Dedicated Short-Range Communica-

tion (DSRC) protocol is used [1]. The V2V and V2I commu-

nication enables vehicles to share and trade data in IoEV. The

real-time data generated by vehicles can aid in business profit

of organizations in the future.

However, IoEV is considered as a trustless environment,

where the trading parties including data sellers, buyers and

brokers are not loyal enough to be trusted. The trading parties

may have disputes concerning payments and sharing of data.

Thus, the opacity in trading information, payment disputes
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and unauthorized data modifications are the major challenges

of Data trading (D-trading) in IoEV.

IoEV nodes usually leverage third-party services and

centralized storage systems because of their minimal stor-

age space. The cloud servers are introduced to overcome

data storage related problems. Although these cloud servers

provide enough storage space and computing capabilities,

the risk of data content exposure, and a single point of failure

still prevail due to their centralized approach. Due to the

growing number of vehicles, several IoEV nodes access the

data simultaneously that imposes a burden on the centralized

data storage system. There can be bottleneck and latency

problems while accessing data. Therefore, a distributed stor-

age system is needed that can assist in providing reliable data

storage with the assurance of long-term data availability and

tackling the inefficiency and storage cost problems in the cen-

tralized system. Moreover, traders with nefarious intentions

can exchange the same or previously traded data for financial

gain. This leads to the second-hand sharing of data and data

duplication, which ultimately increases the storage cost.

Blockchain is considered an innovative approach for the

trustless nature of the vehicular network because of its riv-

eting features like decentralization, transparency, traceability

and immutability. Bitcoin is the first invention of blockchain

launched in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto as a digital cryp-

tocurrency [2]. State of the art vehicles share their data with

RSUs and store it on the blockchain, which may contain

information about the whole data sharing process, recipi-

ents, owners and type of data. Thus, data can be securely

traded among multiple entities in IoEV using blockchain.

Secure data exchange mechanisms are introduced in the

vehicular networks together with blockchain technology [3].

Blockchain, using the smart contract, provides decentraliza-

tion of transactions and transparency. A smart contract is exe-

cutedwithin the blockchain as an autonomous application [4].

It provides a self-contained system with predefined rules to

establish interactions among interested trading parties with-

out any central trusted entity. There are various other areas

that accelerate the use of blockchain, such as the Internet

of Things [5]–[7], healthcare [8], [9], agriculture [10], and

many more. Besides the immense benefits of blockchain in a

trustless environment and providing transparency in trading,

privacy is still an issue in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Energy trading

(E-trading) among EVs.

In the past decade, EVs as a subclass of smart vehicles,

have received an immense recognition due to their potential

of providing viable and environmentally sound transportation

system. Frequent charging is required by an EV to operate for

certain miles. The rapid development in energy harvesting

and communication technology in smart grids has enabled

EVs to communicate with the surrounding environment. The

energy generation cost is decreasing by integrating Renew-

able Energy Sources (RES) into smart grids [11], [12]. Apart

from transportation service, EVs act as distributed moving

energy carriers. They can play the role of consumers as well

as energy suppliers. The bidirectional communications of

EVs along with advanced energy supply systems alleviates

the problem of energy demand-supply imbalance, and assists

in meeting the current needs of energy in a sustainable and

reliable manner [13]. EVs have ability to communicate with

service providers for charging their batteries and acquire

information about charging schedules. The EV Charging Sta-

tions (EVCSs) are responsible for energy supply and schedul-

ing charging slots for EVs. There can be a scarcity in energy

supply during peak hours [14]. To handle this energy demand

and supply during peak hours, modern EVs can trade their

surplus energy with other EVs that need to charge their bat-

tery. Due to this social communication among EVs, charging

through another EV becomes possible [15].

However, during the E-trading and D-trading process,

the privacy of vehicles is at risk. While communicating with

EVCSs or other EVs, the private information of EVs can be

revealed. Therefore, anonymous communications and secure

payment mechanisms are required. In the previous central-

ized approaches, the central authorities have the data of all

registered nodes, which raises some serious privacy issues.

The trading transactions are stored publicly and validated

by all participating nodes in the blockchain network. The

transactions’ data can be misused by linking it with other

publicly available datasets to launch privacy-related linkage

attacks. There are multiple data mining algorithms available

that work with the raw data to launch attacks.

Thus, the major challenge in blockchain-based P2P

E-trading and D-trading among vehicles is to design a secure

privacy-preserving scheme. The first concern is to provide

privacy while keeping EVs’ personal information anony-

mous. Second issue is to hide data and energy trading trends

of EVs using an appropriate method. Although noise-based

schemes are used to achieve differential privacy of records,

yet these schemes fail to provide accuracy in information.

Therefore, the main objective is to hide the trading trends

while restricting attackers to infer the information.

To address the aforementioned problems, a blockchain-

based privacy-preserving technique is proposed to hide trad-

ing trends in vehicles. During the payment mechanism

in P2P trading, new accounts are generated by using the

account mapping technique to collect coins, which depends

on a predefined criteria. Moreover, based on the previous

work [16], the data storage issue is solved using InterPlan-

etary File system (IPFS) (briefly explained in Section II-D),

and blockchain is integrated in IoEV for trading transparency.

We aim to design a trustful, secure E-trading and D-trading

with reliable data storage system. Removing of duplicate data

at earliest helps to maintain the storage cost and bandwidth

consumption. Besides, it prevents the second-hand sharing of

data by vehicular users in IoEV. For making data duplication

process more efficient, bloom Filters are employed as dis-

cussed in Section II-C. Contributions of the proposed work

are as follows.

• A blockchain-based trading model is proposed in which

blockchain is implemented on RSUs for performing

secure and fair trading with transparent legal actions.
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• Smart contracts are deployed to perform trading actions

autonomously among trading parties to tackle trading

disputes and facilitate in providing payments to the

respective traders.

• Data duplication validation is carried out by comput-

ing trading data hash and its comparison with hash-list

stored at RSUs. Moreover, bloom filters are employed

to reduce the response time of existing data lookup

mechanism.

• An external distributed storage, IPFS is introduced to

ensure persistent availability of traded data with reliable

storage and convenient access.

• A consortium blockchain-based privacy-preserving

model is proposed for transparent E-trading among EVs.

• An account generation method is introduced that is

based on time-series single exponential technique.

In this method the previous E-trading records of EVs are

used for hiding E-trading trends to prevent data linkage

attacks.

• A security analysis of smart contracts is provided to

examine the code, making it free of bugs, vulnerabilities

and secure against all known attacks.

• The performance of the proposed model is evaluated by

simulations. The results of these simulations validate the

effectiveness of proposed system.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The prelim-

inaries for the proposed system model are discussed briefly

in Section II. Section III provides related work. The prob-

lem statement is presented in Section IV. System model

entities, design goals and attacker model are presented in

Section V. In Section VI, the proposed blockchain-based

D-trading and E-trading scheme is constructed in detail,

followed by the algorithms used for the account mapping

scheme in Section VII. The security analyses is presented in

Section VIII. The results and discussion are demonstrated in

Section IX. Finally, we conclude our work in Section X. All

the notations and abbreviations used in this work are listed

in Table 1.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In the following sections, preliminaries of the proposed

model are discussed.

A. BILINEAR MAPPING

In cryptosystems, the concept of bilinear mapping [17] is

originated from Weil and Tate pairing. It is known as pairing

because the elements of the two groups are combined to yield

an element of a third group. LetG1 andG2 be the two additive

cyclic groups that generate a third groupGT of prime order q.

Let ê be the bilinear map, it is denoted as:

ê: G1 × G2→ GT

A bilinear map must satisfy the following three properties.

• Bilinearity: If two points X, Y ∈ G1 for all a, b ∈ Z
∗
q,

we have:

ê (aX , bY ) = ê(X , bY )a = ê(aX ,Y )b = ê(X ,Y )ab

= ê(X , abY ) = ê(abX ,Y )

TABLE 1. Nomenclature.

• Non-degeneracy: X ,Y ∈G1 exit such that ê(aX , bY ) 6=

1, where 1 is identity element in group GT .

• Computability: For all X, Y such that X, Y ∈ G1, there

is an efficient algorithm to compute ê(X ,Y ).

B. BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain technology is being praised as the ground break-

ing innovation due to its promising features and performance

in trustless environments. It is a decentralized distributed

ledger technology with time-stamped series of records stored

on it. There is no central controlling authority and each node
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has its own copy of digital ledger. All records stored on

blockchain are publicly verifiable and available to each node

in the network. A block is generated and added chronolog-

ically after successful transaction validation through a con-

sensus mechanism. A unique cryptographic hash links each

block with the previous one making it immutable in nature.

The public ledger is updated and synchronized among

all nodes via consensus mechanism. The consensus mecha-

nism ensures the mutual agreement of all participating nodes

for transaction validation. There are number of consensus

algorithms, including Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake

(PoS), Proof of Authority (PoA) and Delegated Proof of

Stake (DPoS). The consensus mechanism is selected on the

basis of network requirements, however, PoW is deemed to

be more secure as compared to other consensus algorithms.

There are two approaches used in blockchain, first one is

the permissionless blockchain in which nodes can become

part of blockchain network without any required permission,

refereed to as public blockchain. The second approach is

permissioned blockchain refereed to as private blockchain in

which access control is implemented to restrict the number

of participating nodes. In private blockchain only the allowed

nodes can do read and write operations.

C. BLOOM FILTERS

It is a randomized data structure with less space usage. There

are multiple bloom filter variants available that can facilitate

membership queries in an efficient manner [18]. The bloom

filter works with m bits of binary array with 0’s and 1’s.

At first, each bits is set to 0. Data is mapped through k number

of hash functions by setting k number of bits from 0 to 1 in a

binary array, where k <m. In the first phase of data insertion,

k array indices are returned after passing data through k hash

functions in the filter. These resulting k number of array

indices are set to 1 in bit array. Meanwhile, data lookup

operation is carried out to check the particular array positions.

It returns true, if any bit at the respective array index is set to

1 and vice versa. Although fast data insertion and data lookup

have devised bloom filters so effective, still they encounter

the problem of false positives. However, multiple variants of

bloom filters are available to lessen the rate of false-positives

upto an acceptable level [19].

D. IPFS

IPFS is a content addressable, open source, P2P distributed

network to store and share data [20]. It utilizes computers

swarm connected together without any central coordinating

entity. The data stored in IPFS is assigned a unique cryp-

tographic hash. It exploit the fundamental concept of Dis-

tributed Hash Tables (DHTs) to access files in the network

based on their unique hash values. In summary, IPFS supports

the sharing of data in a secure and reliable manner with high

throughput and low latency. It provides concurrent access

to the uploaded files without any delays. Moreover, data in

IPFS can be stored permanently, which makes it an ideal data

sharing platform [21].

E. D-TRADING

D-trading in vehicular networks is in its early stage. In future,

it may embrace wider applications that can be studied and

analyzed for further enhancement in the driving regulations

and developing new system designs for traffic handling. The

IoEV enabled D-trading can improve the quality of life by

providing new opportunities in today’s vehicular telematics.

The real-time vehicle generated data can benefit several busi-

ness entities and trading parties. Although the trading data in

IoEV belong to several categories of vehicle generated data

except for road safety messages. The trading data may con-

tain road conditions, congestion statuses and environmental

conditions. It may include data related to vehicles’ usage,

and their technical details like temperature oil, airbags and

malfunction reports. Moreover, the proper use of this data

can help in betterment of remote services booking, proactive

safety measures, navigation services with virtual assistance,

live road and environmental conditions, and reducing engi-

neering costs. This D-taring occurs between RSUs and vehi-

cles that are willing to participate in D-trading. Here, in case

of D-trading, RSUs are considered as data brokers. They

handle all D-trading requests from vehicles and process them.

All D-trading validation checks are carried out by RSUs.

F. E-TRADING

EVs’ collaboration with RES has facilitated in overcom-

ing the various problems, including energy demand-supply,

energy requirement in peak hours and RES over generation.

EVs are provided incentives to take part in E-trading mar-

ket. Since EVs are capable of consuming energy as well as

supplying energy to other EVs. They can trade and commu-

nicate with the surrounding environment through V2V, V2I

or Vehicle to Grid (V2G) communication modes. In the pro-

posed systemmodel, only V2V communication is considered

for E-trading between EVs and RSUs. The RSUs involved

in E-trading are considered as energy brokers. They handle

E-trading requests and provide E-trading payment transfer

decision for the corresponding EV to preserve their privacy.

III. RELATED WORK

In this section, the literature review is categorized as

blockchain-based D-trading and storage, and blockchain-

based E-trading.

A. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED D-TRADING AND STORAGE

With the advancement in IoEV and increasing traffic, several

nodes are accessing the network at the same time. Data

access authorization is a great challenge among vehicles that

require an efficient response with minimum delay. The tradi-

tional networks with centralized storage confront bottleneck

and latency issues due to increased traffic load. To support

resource-intensive tasks and data storage, edge computing

is introduced [22]. However, due to open mobile nature of

vehicles, edge nodes are considered unreliable, which may

cause security and privacy issues. Consequently, vehicles
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get unwilling to share or upload data to the edge nodes.

To address the issues of high costs, inefficient and insecure

data storage, a decentralized and distributed blockchain tech-

nology is integrated in IoV [3], [23], [24]. Authors in [3] have

designed an edge computing based scheme accompanied by

smart contracts for efficient data sharing. Data sharing rate

increases with the increase in the number of vehicles, which

inflicts a high demand for data storage. For selecting a valid

data source, a reputation-based scheme is formulated using

Three-Weight Subjective Logic (TWSL). The delay problem

in [3] is handled by using edge computing, whereas in [23],

efficiency in data sharing is achieved by using batch signature

verification. However, data duplication and data credibility

problem is not handled properly [3], [23].

Information dissemination among vehicles is of utmost

importance, and so is the trustworthiness of information

exchanged. Due to the high mobility and variability of vehi-

cles [25], it is difficult to trust neighbouring vehicles. There

are several types of communications in IoV, such as V2V,

V2I and V2G. The unique features of vehicular networks,

such as high mobility and open nature topology make them

susceptible to various kinds of attacks. Thus, the security and

reliability of messages are essential aspects to be addressed in

vehicular communications. Moreover, important information

does not reach to the nearby vehicles in real-time due to

fake message dissemination. To prevent the distribution of

fake messages, a blockchain-based trust models are proposed

in [26], [27]. Authors in [26] have used a reputation evalu-

ation algorithm based on reputation scores to calculate the

trustworthiness of messages shared by vehicles. The reputa-

tion score is generated by the number of evidences collected

from peers.Moreover, an efficient privacy-preserving authen-

tication mechanism is developed by utilizing the features

of the Lexicographic Merkle Tree (LMT). Whereas, authors

in [27] have proposed a framework for traffic event valida-

tion using the Proof of Event (PoE) consensus mechanism.

A threshold value is adjusted to reduce the dissemination of

fake messages, and events are validated by the consensus

mechanism strategy. However, the process of updating rep-

utation values depends on the collected evidences from peers

that causes transmission delay in case of increase vehicular

traffic.

Trust among vehicles encourages them to communicate

and share data [28]. Existing centralized trust models use

cloud for storing data while restricting vehicles to rely only

on the central server, which results in issues like single point

of failure, latency and bottleneck. To solve these problem,

authors in [29] have used a local blockchain to record trust

values and message trustworthiness based on geographical

location with PoW consensus mechanism. Whereas, authors

in [30] have presented a blockchain-based decentralized trust

model in which RSUs have information about vehicles. Trust

is built upon the percentage of ratings collected from neigh-

bouring vehicles. However, vehicles may behave selfishly

and generate unfair ratings about other vehicles. Also, there

is no authentication mechanism specified for vehicles before

joining the network. Real identities of vehicles are not pre-

served, as ratings shared by vehicles contain sensitive data

about their identity and location. While providing location

proof of vehicles in a certain vicinity, location privacy of

vehicles is not preserved [29]. Moreover, the PoW consensus

mechanism used in [29] is difficult to perform in mobile

nodes, whereas joint PoS and PoW algorithm is used in [30]

that requires greater computational power.

Data exchange in vehicles is becoming popular with the

growing vehicular traffic. Data exchange takes place simul-

taneously involving multiple parties that causes low informa-

tion transparency and data modification problems. A truthful

and secure data sharing model is required in the trustless

environment in vehicular networks. Blockchain technology

is used for data exchange due to its decentralized, immutable

and traceable characteristics [31]–[33]. Authors in [34], [35]

have proposed blockchain-based trust models with the con-

sideration of preserving vehicle privacy and shared data cred-

ibility. A protocol is designed in [34] that allows vehicles to

communicate anonymously using group signature. The reli-

ability and effectiveness of protocol depend upon the length

of the ring. Moreover, logistic regression is used to identify

malicious vehicles based on their reputation values. How-

ever, this protocol is not efficient as the number of vehicles

increases in the ring for generating a group signature.

The newly emerged paradigm, fog computing has been

used previously to overcome latency problems [36]. However,

the incessant surveillance can result in the leakage of location

and identity privacy of vehicular users [37]. Authors in [38]

have addressed communication overhead and inefficiency by

using fog nodes in carpooling system. Blockchain-based fog

nodes are implemented to ensure auditability of carpooling

data. A proximity test is used along with the Public Key

Infrastructure (PKI) approach for managing users’ drop-off

locations. Performance analysis is done on the blockchain

construction, and time cost is compared for tracking users by

RSUs that are considered as fog nodes. However, the semi-

trusted fog nodes are not reliable, and they can be compro-

mised by malicious users.

To preserve the privacy of users and to achieve social

welfare maximization, authors in [39] have proposed a frame-

work based on consortium blockchain in which pre-selected

aggregators are responsible for auditing and verifying

transactions. To improve D-trading efficiency, an iterative

double auction mechanism is used to maximize social wel-

fare by optimizing data pricing and protecting traders’ pri-

vacy. Optimizing data pricing benefits both buyer and seller,

which encourages users to participate in D-trading. However,

a detailed incentive mechanism is required for the process

of data transmission and a trusted intermediary is needed to

tackle disputes among users.

Table 2 shows the summary of Section III-A. Most of the

problems addressed include transparency in D-trading [39],

secure and efficient sharing of data [3], [23], [26], data

storage [3], [23] and trust management problems [27], [29],

[30], [34]. Blockchain is exploited to solve several problems
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TABLE 2. Blockchain-based D-trading and storage.

involving transparency, trust management and secure data

sharing among vehicles.

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED E-TRADING IN EVs

The installation of RES is increasing gradually. To reduce

the problem of RES over generation and divergence between

the demand and supply, EV users need motivation to use

RES. In [40], [41], the authors have proposed an incen-

tive mechanism for the EV users to consume more and

moreRES. The proposed incentive scheme incorporatesmon-

etary and non-monetary incentives while minimizing energy

costs and prioritizing the vehicles. The results show a sig-

nificant increase in the solar consumption ratio due to the

incentive scheme. However, the proposed scheme does not

protect the privacy of the users.

The combination of RES and EVs has played an essential

role in alleviating the problem of energy demand and supply.

With the integration of RES [42], EVs are considered as the

energy carriers for energy distribution to areas where energy

demand is high. The energy delivery process by EVs has

encountered a lot of problems, including EVs’ selfishness

and uncooperative behavior. EVs may not be willing to take

part in the E-trading market. On the other hand, malicious

EVs can launch various attacks to downgrade the energy

delivery scale. To address these problems, authors in [43]

have proposed a scheme for secure E-trading. A reputation-

based consensus protocol is used for efficient transaction

verification. Moreover, an incentive mechanism is used for

proper scheduling of charging and discharging of EVs.

Finally, a comparison is made with conventional schemes to

demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed system. However,

the PKI is used for puzzle solving in reputation-based consen-

sus that is computationally expensive. The studies [44], [45]

are based on the E-trading of hybrid EVs with surplus energy.

The consortium blockchain is used for E-trading without

dependence on any third party. A double auction mecha-

nism is used to achieve the social welfare maximization of

EVs and local aggregators. EVs place their electricity price

bids without sharing any private information. Although the

scheme provides anonymity, however, the privacy attacks are

not considered that are possible by data mining methods.

In [46], [47], the authors have used blockchain to enhance the

security of E-trading transactions of EVs by using data coins.

The delivery of data coins is performed using pseudonyms to

avoid privacy disclosure. However, the detection of malicious

attackers becomes complicated when a different pseudonym

is used for every new transaction.

The solar energy generation has facilitated individuals to

produce their own considerable amount of energy efficiently.

However, due to varying usage of energy, the amount of solar

energy produced by individuals may exceed their require-

ments [48]. This surplus energy can help in an individ-

ual’s E-trading market growth. For neighbouring E-trading,

a trustable environment is required as individuals may have

their privacy concerns. In [49], [50], the E-trading model is

proposed in the grid neighbouring system based on consor-

tium blockchain. Authors in [49] have proposed a solution

to preserve the privacy of users by screening their trading

records to avoid privacy related attacks. Dummy accounts are

used to add noise, which hides the data about active as well

as inactive users. New accounts are created that depend on

users’ energy usage to provide privacy protection.

A considerable amount of payment records are generated

during the energy transfer between EVs and smart grids. The

payment records of energy usage can be shared for load and

price forecasting, valuable services of energy and scheduling

of energy consumption [51], [52]. The sharing of payment

records comes with several privacy concerns. In [51], authors

have proposed a privacy-preserving payment mechanism for

V2G network. The proposed work supports anonymous pay-

ment and effective audit of energy transactions by leveraging

a proper registration process. The proposed scheme surpasses

Bitcoin and Ethereum in terms of transaction confirmation

time and throughput. However, there is no motivation for EVs

to participate in E-trading to meet the demand and supply
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TABLE 3. Blockchain-based E-trading in EVs.

of energy. Authors in [53] have provided a credit-based solu-

tion for reducing transaction verification delay. This scheme

involves central bank authority, which helps in managing

payments and reducing the transaction confirmation delay

time. However, the proposed blockchain-based scheme needs

to be integrated into each client module for payment process

that may cause privacy issues.

EVs’ chargingmay require a longer time duration, which in

turn demands for in-advance charging schedules on charging

slots. In [54], [55], a blockchain-based charging scheme is

proposed in the smart grid system. The main objective is

to minimize the charging energy cost for EVs while mini-

mizing the energy fluctuation levels in the smart grid [56].

The frequent charging of EVs and their charging schedules

may leak their private information, including their locations,

driving patterns and charging schedules. Authors in [57] have

worked on charge supplier matching and charge scheduling.

They have provided a homomorphic scheme-based solution

to enable the location privacy of EVs. In [58]–[60], authors

have proposed schemes for the selection of charging stations

and dynamic pricing plans for EVs’ charging. A protocol

is designed in [58], for the selection of optimum charging

stations by bidding dynamic tariffs, and users can select

charging stations based on dynamic tariff decisions. The

geographic location and the vehicles’ identity are preserved

at the charging stations, and their bids are publicly available

in the blockchain.

Table 3 summarizes the literature presented in

Section III-B. The problems addressed in E-trading mainly

include EVs’ charging and scheduling [43], energy supply

and demand [44], [45], payment mechanisms [51] and opti-

mal charging pricing [58]–[60].

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Efficient and secure trading mechanisms are required to

trade data and energy in IoEV. In [39], [44], double auc-

tion mechanisms are proposed for trading among buyers and

sellers in IoV. However, a trusted mediator is required to

tackle the possible trading disputes in the market. Moreover,

the privacy of sellers is not preserved. In [51], a privacy

preserving payment mechanism is proposed in V2G network.

The proposed scheme provides privacy preservation and reli-

able payment mechanism with secure data sharing. However,

tracking of vehicles’ real identity and auditing their behavior

involves a registration authority, which makes the proposed

scheme partially decentralized. Moreover, some vehicles act

maliciously to get benefits, e.g., sharing old or fake data.

Therefore, a lookup mechanism is required to prevent repe-

tition in data storage and trading. In [3], a reputation-based

data sharing scheme with TWSL is developed to choose

a more reliable data source. However, the data duplication

and second-hand sharing is not prevented, which can cause

high storage cost and unfair data trading. In [29], [30], PoW

consensus is performed by vehicles, whereas joint PoS and

PoW algorithm is used in [30] to build trust among vehi-

cles. However, PoW is difficult to implement on mobile

nodes because length of stable connection or meetup time is

very short and PoW requires greater computational efforts.

Moreover, transaction verification delay is another issue.

Authors in [53] provided a credit-based solution for reduc-

ing transaction verification delay. This scheme involves cen-

tral bank authority, which helps in managing payments and

reducing the transaction confirmation delay time. However,

the proposed blockchain-based scheme needs to be integrated

into each client module for a payment transaction that may

cause privacy issues, e.g., data linkage attacks. To address

the privacy related issues of EVs, authors in [58] proposed

a blockchain-based charging scheme for limited number of

EVs. However, the proposed scheme is not scalable when the

number of EVs is increased.

V. SYSTEM MODEL

For secure trading, a blockchain-based scheme is intro-

duced for data and energy trading in IoEV that ensures

a disputes free trading environment with reliable data
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FIGURE 1. Proposed system model.

storage mechanism. The three layers in the proposed sys-

tem model are: vehicular layer at the lowest level, the mid-

dle infrastructure layer and the top storage layer as shown

in Fig. 1. The vehicular layer includes IoEV nodes or vehicles

with V2I communication. RSUs form the infrastructure layer

with the consortium blockchain as underlying technology,

where RSUs are directly linked to one another through a

wired connection. The third layer is the storage layer devised

with IPFS for storing trading data.

In the proposed system model, we have addressed a num-

ber of limitations ranging from L1 to L7. Fig. 1 shows the

mapping of identified limitations and their respective pro-

posed solutions. The limitation L1 refers to the authentication

of vehicles in IoEV network. It is mappedwith proposed solu-

tion S1 to authenticate the vehicles. The limitations L2 and

L3 refer to data duplication and second-hand sharing of data,

respectively, which occur during D-trading. These limitations

are addressed by solution S2 by performing data hash com-

putation and its comparison with hash-list. Vehicles are not

capable of storing data for a longer time that causes data

storage problem, which is labeled as limitation L4. To solve

this limitation, an IPFS is used as a solution S4 to han-

dle data storage problem. The trading parties face payment

disputes, indicated as limitation L5, which is handled by

using smart contracts mapped as S4. The limitation L6 is

about inefficient data lookup mechanism that is addressed

by employing bloom filters for efficient data lookup referred

to as solution S5. The limitation L7 is about data linkage

attacks, which is addressed by using accountmapping scheme

referred to as solution S6.

A. ENTITIES

The entities for proposed system model are described briefly

as follows:

• Trusted Authority (TA) The registration of IoEV nodes

in the network is done by TA. RSUs are registered

as data brokers and energy brokers, and vehicles as

IoEV nodes. TA is responsible for maintaining the entire

IoEV network and avoids adding malicious vehicles in

the network to ensure the strength and security of the
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system. Before joining the IoEV network, all vehicles

are required to register themselves by providing their

details to TA. The registration process is done in an

offline mode, i.e., vehicles submit the necessary details,

including name, mobile number, address, etc. After that,

each vehicle is provided by initial security parameters.

Generally, TA is assumed to be infeasible to get com-

promised by any adversary because of its higher compu-

tational power, storage and communication capabilities.

Geographically, each state has its own TA that is respon-

sible for verifying the credentials of each vehicle from

its corresponding registered state.

• Vehicles

Vehicles in IoEV network include fuel vehicles and

EVs. The simple fuel vehicle can perform D-trading

whereas, EVs are capable of performing D-trading as

well as E-trading. However, in our system model, EVs

are restricted to perform only E-trading. In D-trading

vehicles can play either role of data buyer or data seller.

Whereas in E-trading, EVs act as either energy sell-

ers or energy buyers based on their need for energy.

The communication and computational capabilities of

OBU enable vehicles to communicate with RSUs for

D-trading or E-trading.

• Smart Meters

The charging poles are integrated with smart meters that

calculate and record the energy volume being traded by

seller EVs. The recorded volume of energy helps buyer

EVs to pay the price for traded energy.

• RSUs

In the proposed system model, RSUs act as both data

and energy brokers for handling the D-trading and

E-trading requests, respectively. They work with the

consortium blockchain; thus, the same digital ledger is

shared among all RSUs. These are responsible for:

– checking authenticity of vehicles,

– handling D-trading and E-trading requests,

– checking data duplication,

– uploading traded data to IPFS,

– account mapping of vehicles.

• Blockchain

The consortium blockchain is applied on RSUs

that facilitates in achieving trading transparency and

traceability. Smart contracts are executed within the

blockchain network and provide robustness in the

system. Blockchain ensures security by providing

immutability, tamper-proof records and transparency in

trading. It consists of following three components.

– Transaction Data: It is the information about trading

transactions between vehicles and RSUs. It includes

metadata, type of data, tags, timestamps, pseudo-id

of vehicles.

– Blockchain Network: The information about trad-

ing transactions is stored and uploaded on the

blockchain. It is comprised of data blocks consist-

ing of hash values and transactional data. Hash

value refers to a link that provides connectivity of

data blocks to one another.

– Consensus Mechanism: In our scheme, PoW con-

sensus is performed by RSUs, and transactional

data is added to the data block. The transactional

data is audited by all RSUs.

• IPFS

An IPFS (as discussed in Section II-D) P2P network that

is used to store traded data while ensuring its long-term

availability.

B. DESIGN GOALS

The proposed system aims to guarantee the privacy of vehi-

cles and secure trading in IoEV.

• Privacy Preservation of Trading Trends

A considerable amount of work is done to preserve the

privacy of vehicular users. Besides the privacy preser-

vation,, the primary objective of this work is to prevent

data linkage attacks on transactional data stored in the

blockchain.

• Data Duplication

Data duplication is removed through hash computation

and comparison. The computed hash of traded data is

compared with hash-list stored at RSUs to check if the

computed data hash is already present in the list or

not.

• Reliable and Efficient Payments

An efficient and reliable payment mechanism is used in

the proposed system model. All payment transactions

are handled through smart contract. So, there are no

chances of any disputes among vehicles.

• Effective Audit of Anonymous Transaction

Vehicles in IoEV are assigned pseudo-ids that are used

for communication and financial transactions in trading.

The E-trading trends are hidden by using an account

mapping scheme in which new accounts are created for

seller EVs.Whenever a new account is created, the map-

ping between the original id, pseudo-id and real account

are maintained for an effective audit of transactions in

future.

• Transparency

All trading processes are carried out by using a trad-

ing smart contract. The trading information is recorded

on the blockchain. The seller and buyer information,

related to either D-trading or E-trading, is publicly ver-

ifiable, which reduces the chances of disputes. Apart

from avoiding trading disputes, transparency means that

the vehicles must have knowledge about the shared

information during trading.

• Traceability

It refers to the information flow and traceable vehicles

interactions. All vehicles, including malicious and non-

malicious, are provided equal privileges in a network.

Information shared among vehicles can be tampered by

adversaries.
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C. ATTACKER MODEL

In this section, possible attacks on the proposed system are

discussed.

1) Linkage Attacks

In the threat model, it is considered that the adver-

sary may have prior knowledge about datasets, includ-

ing multiple resources, e.g., trading information from

charging station, and publicly available trading records

in the blockchain. The linkage attacks involve sev-

eral methods that are launched by adversaries using

various techniques like data mining algorithms. The

common linkage attacks are semantic attacks [61],

set theory-based attacks [62] and device id-based

attacks [63].

2) Privacy Disclosure

Vehicles are connected to RSUs through wireless com-

munication channels. The adversaries may eavesdrop

payment-related information. This information is pub-

licly available to all participating nodes in the network.

A potential adversary may infer sensitive information

of vehicles that may include vehicles’ locations, charg-

ing patterns, buying and selling trends.

3) Unreliable Payments

An adversary may attempt to cheat vehicles or

RSUs by making fake and unreliable payments.

Double-spending attack can be caused by invalid use

of energy coins, i.e., an adversary may use the same

energy coin with two different transactions.

4) Denial of Payment

In trading, a seller vehicle may pretend about not

receiving any payment. On the other hand, a buyer EV

may also deny buying energy. This ultimately affects

the transaction cost if any vehicle, either buyer or seller,

causes the dispute and refuses to pay the cost [64].

VI. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, detailed trading scenarios in IoEV are pre-

sented using consortium blockchain. The first scenario is

about D-trading and storage, and the second scenario is

about screening of E-trading trends to preserve the privacy

of EVs. Initially, all vehicles, either fuel vehicles or EVs, are

registered by providing their personal details to TA. After

registration process, vehicles in IoEV network can perform

D-trading or E-trading.

1) SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

For system parameter initialization through pairing (as dis-

cussed in Section II-A), TA yieldsG1 andG2 along with two

generators g1 and g2, respectively, that as a result generate a

GT of same prime order q. TA selects two random numbers a

and b that belong to Z∗q as its master private keys to computes

its public key and a cryptographic hash function H such that

H : {0, 1} → Z
∗
q

Initially, a vehicle Vi submits its details to TA for gen-

erating pseudo-id PIdi and system parameters. There are

Algorithm 1 D-Trading Algorithm

1: if (IsSourceValid == TRUE) AND

2: (IsDataValid == TRUE) then

3: Generate h1← d1
4: if (H − list contains h1) then

5: return FALSE

6: else

7: add h1 to H − list

8: funds transfer toWaddi

9: sendDataToIPFS di
10: Set dataSeller = {Vi − PIdi}

11: Store tradeData di against hi

12: else

13: Discard Request

k number of hash functions selected for bloom filter. The set

of system parameters published by TA include {q, G1, G2,

GT , g1, g2, H , k}.

2) REGISTRATION

When a vehicle Vi joins the IoEV network, TA selects a ran-

dom number ri ∈ Z
∗
q with ri + a 6= 0 mod q and generates a

secret key Si = g1
Vi+a. At the time of registration a pseudo-id

PIdi is assigned to the vehicle against its the original identity

Id − Vi for anonymous communication in the network. The

mapping between Id − Vi and PIdi is maintained by TA. The

pseudo-ids are required to be generated for each vehicle to

ensure the validity of data source. Even if these pseudo-ids are

inferred by adversary, the privacy of vehicles is not revealed

because of zero knowledge about the vehicle.

A. D-TRADING AND STORAGE

In this section, detailed working steps for D-trading and

storage are presented in six steps: (1) system initialization;

(2) registration; (3) D-trading request; (4) RSU response and

data duplication validation; (5) transaction validation and

consensus; (6) uploading trading data to IPFS. Algorithm 1

presents the simplified D-trading steps and Fig. 2 shows the

workflow of D-trading.

1) D-TRADING REQUEST

A vehicle using its PIdi requests a nearby RSU for D-trading.

Thus, a data selling request Reqsi generated by Vi with time

stamp ti is as follows: Reqsi = {PIDi, ti, di}.

Here, di represents the data to be traded. Si yields digital

signature α that is used by Vi to signs the di along with a

certificate Certi. For data coins transfer, Vi sends its wallet

address Waddi to RSU. Finally, Vi forwards a data selling

request as {Reqsi , Certi, α, Waddi} to RSU.

2) RSU RESPONSE AND DATA DUPLICATION VALIDATION

Upon receiving data selling request from Vi with PIDi,

the digitally signed di is validated by RSU. The PIDi is used

to authenticate the validity of data source. If the requesting
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FIGURE 2. Work flow for D-trading operations.

vehicle is not registered with TA, then RSU rejects the trading

request. Instead, if the D-trading request is from a legiti-

mate vehicle then further actions are performed by RSU. All

D-trading activities are performed using a smart contract.

The contract is triggered upon meeting some pre-defined

rules. For D-trading, there are certain conditions that must

be satisfied in order to trade data.

• Authenticity of vehicles

• Credibility of data

• Data integrity verification

• Data duplication validation

The initial checks, including the authenticity of source, data

credibility and data integrity, are verified by RSUs. For

data duplication verification, if initial checks return true,

then the hash of received data is computed as h1. The

h1 is compared with the hash-list stored at RSUs. For effi-

cient data lookup, we are using bloom filters (as discussed

in Section II-C) to verify data duplication. The number of

hash functions included in bloom filters is k; here, the k

is 2, and the hash functions include murmur hash and fnv

series hash. After di is passed through these hash func-

tions, a quick response is generated for data duplication.

It returns true if data is possibly present and returns false,

if no previous mapping of traded data is present in the

list.

3) TRANSACTION VERIFICATION AND CONSENSUS

By using smart contract, the payment is transferred from

RSU to data seller vehicles. The payment mechanism that

we followed is quite similar to proof of delivery scheme

in [65]. This method enables trading actions to be transparent,

and no trader can deny the payment transfer, which prevents

payment disputes. Additionally, the D-trading information is

also recorded in the blockchain and trading transactions are

validated by RSUs using PoW consensus mechanism.

A consensus is carried out before updating the distributed

ledger. At first, unconfirmed trading transactions are kept in a

transaction pool. After the verification process, a block is gen-

erated with verified transactions. The consensus is reached

through joint verification by all nodes in the network as a

result of which block is added in the blockchain. The pro-

posed model exploits consortium blockchain with the PoW

consensus mechanism. All consensus nodes, i.e., RSUs are

required to solve hash difficulty by competing each other.

If a RSU solves the difficulty first, then it broadcasts the data

block for block validation by other RSUs. The winner RSU

receives reward from blockchain and is allowed to add the

block into network.

4) UPLOADING DATA TO IPFS

The trading data is uploaded to IPFS, which is a distributed

P2P network (as discussed in Section II-D). IPFS provides

a reliable storage and ensures the persistent availability of

traded data. It works without any central controlling entity

and facilitates in easy and concurrent access of data. RSU

sends payment to data seller vehicle and store transaction

information in the blockchain. The distributed ledger is

updated and shared among all RSUs and finally, the traded

data is stored in the IPFS.

B. E-TRADING AND PRIVACY PRESERVATION

The steps involved in E-trading, including energy demand

request, request matching and E-trading, are described as

follows.

1) E-TRADING DEMAND REQUEST

Whenever an EV requires energy, it sends energy buying or

energy demand request to RSU. This request includes the

current location of EV, energy buying price, timestamp and

amount of required energy. RSU after receiving the demand

request from an EV, it authenticates the requesting EV. After

authentication, EV is assigned a token against its pseudo-id.

2) E-TRADING RESPONSE REQUEST

Upon receiving an energy demand request from a legitimate

EV, the RSU forwards this request to a pool of EVs in the

proximity of requesting EV without revealing its location

information to other EVs. The forwarding request includes

energy demand and price. In response to the RSU’s energy

demand request, the EVs that are willing to sell energy send

their energy selling request to the RSU. This response request

includes energy volume and its price.
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3) REQUEST MATCHING AND TOKEN ASSIGNMENT

Both demand and response requests are matched by RSUs.

The response request that better matches the demand request

in terms of energy price and volume as per demand is final-

ized by the RSU. After this request and response matching

process, the seller and buyer EVs are assigned a token that

validates the authentication of both seller and buyer EVs.

The content of token assigned to both EVs includes time

slot, charging pole location, energy volume to be traded and

energy price.

C. ACCOUNT MAPPING

In the account mapping phase, the account mapping module

(depicted in Fig. 3) is implemented with the objective to hide

the private information of EVs about buying and selling of

energy. The payment mechanism is handled through smart

contract. It facilitates in providing payment in the form of

coins to corresponding seller EV. Initially, buyer and seller

EVs are assigned tokens that contain the information about

traded energy volume and its price. After E-trading, coins

are transferred to either the current account of seller EV

or a new account is created. The account selection criteria

depends on the energy volume and its price by seller EV.

In the account mapping scheme, a threshold value is used to

determine whether coins need to be transferred in a new or

current account. A value setter function is used to determine

the threshold value. We use τ to denote the threshold value.

Each time the account selection criteria is determined using

a dynamic threshold value instead of a fixed τ . The reason

for using dynamic τ is to prevent data-mining attacks that are

possible due to fixed threshold value. Let F(.) be the τ -value

setter function, now there are following two cases.

FIGURE 3. Account mapping of EVs.

Case 1: If the coins transfer amount is lesser than the τ ,

then the transfer is made to the current account of seller EV.

Case 2: If the coin transfer amount is greater than the τ ,

then a new account is created for seller EV.

1) ACCOUNT GENERATION

For the account generation, assume a function A(.), which

determines the condition for account generation. A(EVs|C)

refers to the function of seller EVs with C be the amount

of traded energy. It is important to figure out the proper

configuration of the τ -value for the account generation pro-

cess. There must be a proper method to discover its τ -value

because simply relying on switching accounts is not enough

to defend against attacks. Thus, a proper method for parallel

trading with EV account is necessary instead of switching

and blocking of the accounts. This value can be achieved

through finding τ -value within a certain period of time Tc.

The maximum value for previously traded energy by a seller

EV is calculated within Tc. We have called this parameter a

Trading Estimate (TE). While new accounts are created for

an EV, a value λ is required to add trading records in the

older account by setting up a percentage value of TE. λ is

a pre-configured value. In the following Eq. 1, τ |EVs shows

the τ -value of seller EV and E(.) denotes the function of EST.

A(EVs|C) = τ |EVs = TE × λ = E(.)× λ. (1)

Here, we are using the time-series method to predict the

TE value from previous E-trading records. An Exponential

Smoothing Technique (EST) is used, which is often used for

the prediction of time-dependent data. The previous values

are assigned an exponentially decreasing weight over time to

predict future values using exponential function [66], [67].

Among single, double and triple EST, we have used single

smoothing technique [68]. The function of EST, i.e., E(.) is

shown in Eq 2.

E(.) = E(i) = f (E(i− 1)). (2)

E = γEi + (1− γ )Ei−1. (3)

Here, in Equation 3,E refers to the forecasted value of energy

whereas, Ei and Ei−1 represent the values of energy at current

iteration and traded energy till last iteration, respectively. The

γ is a smoothing factor that shows the amount of weight

added to previous values within the scope of (0, 1) [69]. For

the month factor of time period Tc, the previous E-trading

records are considered. Thus, Equation 3 can be written as

follows:

E(.) = (γEi + (1− γ )Ei−1)× Tc. (4)

Using Equation 4, the TE can be calculated to figure out

the τ -value for seller EV.

VII. ALGORITHMS

In this section, the algorithms used in the proposed scheme

are explained briefly. The Algorithm 2 is about account map-

ping, and the Algorithm 3 is about τ -value detection. The

Algorithm 3 is executed within the Algorithm 2.

A. ACCOUNT MAPPING ALGORITHM

The Algorithm 2 is for EV account mapping, which is

implemented in the payment transfer step. It depends on the
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Algorithm 2 Account Mapping Algorithm

Input: Ei,Ei−1
Output: Coin Transfer Decision

1: Input Variables

2: Jump to Algorithm 3

3: Get τ value

4: if Ei ≤ τ | EVi then

5: EVsi | C→ Coin transfer

6: Execute Case 1

7: return Decision: Add Coins to Current Account

8: else

9: Execute Case 2

10: Construct Account Mapping

11: return Decision: Add Coins to New Account

12: Add Records in Blockhain on returns

two sets of chores to be completed first. The first one is about

decision making whether new account generation is required

or not. If it returns a positive response, then a new account is

created. On the other hand, if it returns a negative response,

the execution of algorithm is terminated. The input of algo-

rithm includes the E-trading history of seller EV, i.e., history

about energy traded till last transaction and current trading

energy volume of EV. The output generates a decision label,

whether payment need to be transferred in the current or new

account. The detailed description of Algorithm 2 is given

below.

1) The first phase of algorithm involves τ -value detection

of seller EV. After variables initialization, the execution

is transferred to Algorithm 3 to get τ -value. This phase

is the base for new account generation step. By using

a smart contract, the automatic sum for the previously

traded energy volume of seller EVs is calculated. As an

energy broker, RSU is considered to be trustworthy,

so there is no chance of privacy leakage.

2) After τ -value detection, the calculated sum of traded

energy volume by EV is compared. If the traded volume

of an EV is less than the τ -value, then the coins are

transferred to its current account. Otherwise, coins are

transferred to newly mapped account of EV.

3) The final phase outputs a decision label that determines

the decision of coin transfer, which is recorded in the

blockchain.

B. THRESHOLD DETECTION ALGORITHM

The Algorithm 3 is about τ -value detection that runs during

phase 1 of Algorithm 2. This algorithm is formulated to

achieve the upper limit of τ -value. The input parameters

include the previous E-trading records of EVs. The previously

traded energy volume of EV is required to calculate the

time period. The detailed description of Algorithm 3 is given

below.

1) In the first phase, the average traded energy of a single

EV is calculated from its previous E-trading records

within Tc.

Algorithm 3 Threshold Value Detection Algorithm

Input: Ei,Ei−1, γ

Output: τ -value, τ | EVi

1: Input Variables

2: /∗ Calculation for a single EV ∗/

3: for ∀ trading records of an EV do

4: Calculate average traded energy volume by an EV

5: /∗ Calculation for all EVs ∗/

6: for ∀ trading records of sellers EVs do

7: Calculate average traded volume by all EVs

8: Initialize Time factor Tc
9: for each Coin Transfer request do

10: Read total accumulative traded Ei−1, τ

11: Calculate τ value using Equation 1

12: return τ -value

2) In the second phase, the average traded energy for all

EVs is calculated using the time period parameter.

3) In the final phase, input values, including λ and γ are

used to calculate A(.), i.e., A(EVb|C).

The time complexity for the τ -value detection algorithm

isO(n). For each seller EV, it is required to run this algorithm

for calculating τ -value.

VIII. SECURITY ANALYSES

In this section, the vulnerability analyses of smart contracts

is presented and security features are discussed as well that

ensure the privacy of vehicles, integrity of traded data and

transparency in trading actions.

A. SMART CONTRACT VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

Smart contracts may be susceptible to attacks and vulnera-

bilities that arise due to weak programming practices. Since

Ethereum is directly linked to monetary funds, so financial

loss can occur if vulnerabilities are neglected. It is essential

to make smart contracts code bug free. An open-source tool

Oyente is used for analyzing smart contracts [70]. It analyzes

smart contracts using symbolic execution techniques based

on conditions, which are used as a formula to check input

values in a smart contract for possible vulnerabilities. Several

known attacks are reported in smart contracts, including Call

Stack Depth, Integer Overflow and Underflow, Transaction

Ordering Dependence, Re-Entrancy detection and Times-

tamp Dependency [71], [72]. These attacks are briefly sum-

marized as follows.

• Re-Entrancy Function

The repeated calls are made for the same function again

and again for several times that the execution of any

other function is not possible.

• Timestamp Dependency

It involves manipulation of timestamp for blocks and

transactions by participating nodes to generate their

desired output.
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FIGURE 4. Smart contracts vulnerability analyses.

• Call Stack Attack

Whenever the call stack exceeds the maximum

of 1024 calls, an external function call may fail and result

in throwing an exception. The attacker might be able

to force call stack to the maximum value to launch this

attack.

• Parity Multisig Bug

In this attack an anonymous user executes a function

named initWallet to gain knowledge about address of

wallet owner and the required amount. It makes wallet

inaccessible without affecting the wallet balance. The

attacker makes himself the owner of contract and per-

forms fund transfer transactions from wallet.

• Transaction Ordering Dependence

It refers to the execution of transactions that are depen-

dent on the amount of gas required. Gas price deter-

mines which transaction is required to be mined first.

In this attack, gas price gets modified by an attacker

(miner, owner, or another user) during the transaction

processing before its completion.

• Integer Overflow and Underflow Attack

The overflow occurs when a variable is incremented

until it exceeds the allowed limit. Similarly, underflow

works in the opposite direction, i.e., going beyond the

minimum assigned value.

The smart contracts used in the proposed scheme are ana-

lyzed against the above-mentioned vulnerabilities, as shown

in Fig. 4. The analyses results for vulnerabilities are reported

False, which means that the smart contracts are secure and

bug-free.

B. SECURITY FEATURES

In this section, we discuss how thes proposed schemes of

D-trading and E-trading in IoEV ensure identity privacy of

vehicles, integrity of traded data and transparency in trading

actions. The objective is to achieve efficiency in trading along

with the mentioned security features.

• Identity Privacy

In the proposed model, the attacker cannot infer the

actual identity of vehicles during D-trading because real

identity of a vehicle is transformed into a pseudo-id,

which is based on a digital signature scheme. The map-

ping between real identity and pseudo-id is only known

to TA. Even if an attacker infers some identity-related

information, it is impossible to determine the randomly

selected value that is used by TA to generate pseudo-id.

• Data Integrity and Non-Repudiation

After the vehicles are registered by TA, the identity of

vehicles is verified by authorized RSUs. In D-trading,

the traded data needs to be signed by legitimate vehicle.

Only legalized and authenticated vehicles are allowed

to trade data. The digitally signed data by authenticated

vehicles ensures the integrity and non-repudiation of

data.
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FIGURE 5. Performance evaluation of proposed system.

• Decentralization

Instead of using centralized data storage mechanisms,

our proposed model employs a distributed data storage

system, i.e., IPFS. It eliminates the problems of cen-

tral storage while reducing data storage cost. Moreover,

it eliminates the malicious attacks related to centralized

data storage systems.

• Transparency

All trading transactions are performed using smart

contracts. The trading information is recorded in the

blockchain, which eliminates the chances of future dis-

putes among trading parties. The trading transparency

enables a vehicle to communicate and trade data in the

trustless IoEV environment.

IX. SIMULATION RESULTS

The computations are performed using Ethereum, which

is an open-source, well developed and a blockchain-based

platform, launched in 2015 [73]. In Ethereum, transactions

are of following three types.

1) Funds transfer

2) Smart contract deployment

3) Function execution within the deployed contract

A transaction is made whenever there is a change in the state

of the network. All transactions are subject to a fee that is

to be paid in terms of gas. The gas a fundamental unit for

measuring the transaction and execution cost in Ethereum.

In Ethereum, a parameter called gas limit indicates the overall

quantity of gas for computing smart contract operations. The

deployment cost of smart contract includes transaction and

the execution cost. The price of adding transactions on the

blockchain is termed as transaction cost. Whereas, the com-

putational cost of each operation executed within the smart

contract is termed as execution cost.

Experiments are performed on a PC with a hardware con-

figuration of 1.70 GHz core i5-33177U CPU, 6 GB RAM
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FIGURE 6. Time efficiency with and without bloom filter.

TABLE 4. V4: Transaction and execution cost.

with Windows 10 operating system installed. Remix IDE is

used along with Ganache and Metamask. Some simulations

are performed using Python 3.6.

A. RESULTS FOR D-TRADING IN IoEV

All functions that are used in the smart contract for D-trading

in IoEV require gas for their execution. These functions

include smart contract deployment, hash computations, data

duplication validation and uploading data to IPFS.

The tag V1 in Fig. 5a validates the proposed solutions

S1 and S2 against the limitations L1, L2 and L3. Fig. 5a

shows the time cost for registration of vehicles, hash compu-

tation and comparison functions. Registration of vehicles is

performed by TA and its time cost is plotted against multiple

iterations. Whereas, the hash computation and comparison

functions are carried out by RSUs by using a hash-list that

is already stored at RSUs. It takes constant time to compute

the hash of traded data. Whereas, the time for hash com-

parison varies in each iteration. The time cost for both hash

computation and hash comparison is minimum. It can be

seen that the time required for registration is greater than the

other two functions because vehicle registration is a one-time

process, which takes an average time cost of 1 to 2 ms.

It involves pseudo-id and certificate generation that are used

for communication between vehicles and RSUs.

Fig. 5b is tagged asV2 that validates the solution S2 against

the limitations L1 and L2. It illustrates the D-trading rate

for the varying number of vehicles in IoEV network. The

D-trading rate varies with the change in the number of

FIGURE 7. E-trading trends with and without account mapping scheme.

vehicles at multiple instances. At a certain time period, only a

few vehicles communicate with RSUs to trade data. D-trading

rate ultimately increases with the increasing number of vehi-

cles that are involved in D-trading. However, when more

vehicles are involved in communication and D-trading, the

D-trading rate may vary due to data duplication. As shown

in Fig. 5b, the D-trading rate gets lower even in case of

an increased number of participating vehicles. The lower

D-trading rate occurs either due to data duplication or invalid
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TABLE 5. Mapping of identified limitation with proposed solutions and validation results.

D-trading requests. Here, invalid D-trading requests refer

to the requests that are sent by illegitimate vehicles or the

requests that are proved invalid by RSU after performing the

data duplication check.

The label V3 in Fig. 5c validates the solution S3 against

the limitation L4. It demonstrates the time to upload data in

IPFS. The limitation L4 is about data storage problem that

is solved by using IPFS (solution S3). Time to upload traded

data in IPFS differs according to the variable data size. The

varying data size, ranging from 500 to 5000 bytes, is used for

analyzing the upload time in IPFS. With the increasing data

size in bytes, the upload time to store data in IPFS increases

linearly.

The tag V4 in Fig. 5d, maps the proposed solution

S4 against the limitations L5. In the proposed scheme, two

smart contracts are used for D-trading, namely the trad-

ing contract and the storage contract. The deployment cost

for both smart contracts is shown in Fig. 5d. The gas

consumption cost for trading and storage contracts is

1,055,962 and is 799,274, respectively, which is accept-

able. It presents the resources required during smart contract

deployment in a real environment. Thus, resource utilization

is low and manageable to trade data in real-time and storing

data to IPFS.

Since the traded data is uploaded to IPFS that costs some

amount of gas referred to as transaction and execution cost as

shown in Table 4, which is tagged as V4. It shows the cost for

different data sizes, ranging from 500 to 50000 bytes. With

the increase in data size, more mount of gas is required that

increases storage costs in a linear manner, which shows that

the proposed system is scalable.

Fig. 6 is labeled as V5. It validates the solution S5 against

the limitation L6. It shows the time cost for checking data

duplication using bloomfilters. Since bloomfilters are known

for their key feature of time efficiency, so during data dupli-

cation validation in D-trading by RSUs, bloom filters are

employed for fast data lookup. The efficient response is very

crucial in vehicular communications. As shown in Fig. 6,

the time consumed in data lookup by bloom filters is signif-

icantly less than the time consumed by normal data search

mechanism in hash-list. To show the time cost, a logarithm

scale is used to make the time cost range visible without

compressing down the smaller values at the bottom of graph.

The time consumption for data lookup in both scenarios,
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i.e., with and without bloom filters, is clearly visible. This

time consumption cost validates the efficiency of bloom filter

in terms of efficient data lookup in hash-list during data

duplication verification in IoEV enables D-trading.

B. RESULTS FOR PRIVACY-PRESERVING E-TRADING IN EVs

In this section, we present the simulation results for

blockchain-based privacy-preserving E-trading for EVs using

an account mapping scheme. The results for E-trading trends

with and without mapping are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a,

Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c are labeled as V6 that validate the solution

S6 against limitation L7, which is about data linkage attacks.

Fig. 7a shows the E-trading trends of EVs in the absence of

any account mapping scheme. It shows an irregular volume

of energy traded from multiple EVs.

Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c show energy seller EVs’ accounts with

and without mapping, respectively. The textured illustrated

bars in Fig. 7b illustrates the accounts of EVs with distinct

E-trading volume. The corresponding textured bars in Fig. 7b

are mapped in Fig. 7c using multiple accounts that result

in uniform distribution of E-trading trends. Fig. 7c does not

show any irregular or distinct traded volume trends within

the current iteration. Because of the threshold value, the E-

trading volume decides new account creation for EVs. The

wave generated from the energy trends clearly shows that

with a mapping scheme, the EVs energy trends are hidden.

In Table 5, the identified limitations with their respective

proposed solutions and validations are listed. There are no

direct validation results for a few of the limitations; however,

their effect can be seen in the referenced simulations results.

X. CONCLUSION

In this work, a consortium blockchain-based truthful

D-trading and E-trading model is presented in IoEV. There

are various issues that occur during trading, including illegal

activities, denial of payment, conflicting interests of trading

entities. We have addressed these problems by exploiting

consortium blockchain for transparency in trading. Smart

contracts are used to perform all trading actions. In D-trading,

data duplication validation is performed by RSUs to mini-

mize the storage cost. A hash-list is managed by RSUs to

investigate for duplicate trading data. A hash of trading data

is computed and then duplication verification is done using

hash-list, which prevents the second-hand sharing of data.

Bloom filters are implemented to make hash lookup mech-

anism fast and efficient. Furthermore, IPFS is introduced,

which imparts a reliable storage and efficient retrieval of data

and its availability for longer duration.

Furthermore, we present a blockcahin-based privacy-

preservingmodel for EVs to solve the issues related to privacy

leakage attacks in E-trading records. We have used a new

account generation technique for hiding information about

E-trading records. By using this technique, adversaries cannot

infer the trading records of EVs even if the trading informa-

tion is publicly available. The new account generationmethod

depends on the amount of traded energy and (τ )-value.

This value is calculated using an EV’s current and previously

traded energy volume. The τ -value helps in determining the

decision about the payment transfer to EVs’ current or new

account. The security analyses of smart contracts is per-

formed, which shows that the smart contracts used for trading

are bug-free and secure against the known attacks. The simu-

lation results demonstrate that the proposed blockchain-based

D-trading scheme is efficient with minimum time cost, and

it provides a reliable data storage mechanism. Additionally,

the E-trading trends of EVs are hidden effectively.

In the next few years, the real-time vehicle generated data

will be of great worth. Furthermore, the considerable rise in

energy trading among EVs and their privacy concerns are

likely to become an important issue to be addressed. As men-

tioned earlier that we are dealing with only two types of

vehicles in IoEV. For now, we have restricted fuel vehicle to

perform D-trading and EV is restricted to perform E-trading

only. In the future work, we will work with hybrid vehicles

as well that will b capable of performing both D-trading and

E-trading.

Moreover, our future work will concentrate on reliable

and efficient service provisioning mechanism by introducing

a monitoring authority to keep check and balance on the

services provided by RSUs. Further studies, which take a

rating based reputation system into account, will need to be

established.
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